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Galaxy Gaming Announces Executive
Presence at Seventh Annual LD Micro
Conference
Company will present and showcase its products, performance and
perspective at 7th annual gathering of micro-cap companies, investors

LAS VEGAS, NV, Dec. 1, 2014 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Enhancing its leading brand in the
casino table games industry and strong standing in the micro-cap market, Galaxy Gaming
(OTC: GLXZ) announced its largest and most comprehensive presence at the upcoming LD
Micro Conference in Los Angeles.  The seventh annual gathering will take place December
2-4 at the Luxe Sunset Bel Air Hotel.  The conference features 240 invited companies in the
small and micro-cap space.  More than 1,000 people registered and attended the 2013
event.  "We are honored to have Galaxy Gaming present at the conference," stated Chris
Lahiji, President of LD Micro.

"2014 represents a milestone year for Galaxy Gaming," said Galaxy Gaming CEO Robert
Saucier.  "We significantly added new innovative products to our product line, we increased
our geographical footprint into new venues, and we expanded our presence with our existing
casino partners.  LD Micro is an ideal destination event whereby by we can showcase our
accomplishments this year to micro-cap investors and provide them with a glimpse into our
future.  We've enjoyed real success and high visibility in the past and this year will be our
best conference yet, because we have delivered with actual results and now provide the
value and vision investors are looking for," added Mr. Saucier.

Galaxy Gaming executives will make their scheduled live presentation Wednesday,
December 3rd at 12:30 p.m. in the Track One meeting room.  Among the specific topics they
will discuss include the company's high-margin recurring revenue streams, ongoing plans for
continued dominance of the United Kingdom market and strategies for sustained domestic
growth in 2015 and beyond.  In addition, the company will be offering one-on-one sessions
as part of its investor visibility program.

"Our company maintains a unique position in the micro-cap world:  we are profitable, cash
flow positive and growing at double digit rates.  We look forward to sharing our story and
business model with investors and analysts alike," said Gary A. Vecchiarelli, Galaxy
Gaming's Chief Financial Officer.

About Galaxy Gaming

Headquartered in Las Vegas, Galaxy Gaming (www.galaxygaming.com) develops,
manufactures and distributes innovative proprietary table games, state-of-the-art electronic
wagering platforms and enhanced bonusing systems to land-based, riverboat, cruise ships
and online casinos worldwide.  Through its iGaming partner, Games Marketing Ltd., Galaxy

http://www.galaxygaming.com/


Gaming licenses its proprietary table games to the online gaming industry.  The Company is
also expanding its global presence through its partnership with WPT Enterprises, Inc., owner
of the World Poker Tour.
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